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Abstract. In this paper, we give a first example of identity based undeniable signature using pairings over elliptic curves. We extend to the
identity based setting the security model for the notions of invisibility and anonymity given by Galbraith and Mao in 2003 and we prove
that our scheme is existentially unforgeable under the Bilinear DiffieHellman assumption in the random oracle model. We also prove that it
has the invisibility property under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumption and we discuss about the efficiency of the scheme.
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Introduction

Identity based public key cryptography is a paradigm proposed by Shamir in
1984 ([37]) to simplify key management and remove the necessity of public key
certificates. To achieve this, the trick is to let the user’s public key be an information identifying him in a non ambiguous way (e-mail address, IP address,
social security number...). The removal of certificates allows avoiding the trust
problems encountered in today’s public key infrastructures (PKIs). This kind of
cryptosystem involves trusted authorities called private key generators (PKGs)
that have to deliver private keys to users after having computed them from their
identity information (users do not generate their key pairs themselves) and from
a master secret key. End-users do not have to enquire for a certificate for their
public key. Although certificates are not completely removed (the PKG’s public
key still has to be certified since it is involved in each encryption or signature
verification operation), their use is drastically reduced since many users depend
on the same authority. Several practical identity based signature schemes (IBS)
have appeared since 1984 ([23],[17],[36]) but a practical identity based encryption scheme (IBE) was only found in 2001 ([4]) by Boneh and Franklin who
took advantage of the properties of suitable bilinear maps (the Weil or Tate
pairing) over supersingular elliptic curves. Many other identity based primitives
based on pairings were proposed after 2001: digital signatures, authenticated
key exchange, non-interactive key agreement, blind and ring signatures, signcryption,. . . ([7],[9],[15],[25],[32],[38],[39],. . . ).
Undeniable signatures are a concept introduced by Chaum and van Antwerpen in 1989 ([10]). It is a kind of signatures that cannot be verified without
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interacting with the signer. They are useful in situations where the validity of
a signature must not be universally verifiable. For example, a software vendor
might want to embed signatures into his products and allow only paying customers to check the authenticity of these products. If the vendor actually signed
a message, he must be able to convince the customer of this fact using a confirmation protocol and, if he did not, he must also be able to convince the customer
that he is not the signer with a denial protocol. These proofs have to be nontransferable: once a verifier is convinced that the vendor did or did not sign a
message, he should be unable to transmit this conviction to a third party.
In some applications, a signer needs to decide not only when but also by
whom his signatures can be verified. For example a voting center can give a
voter a proof that his vote was counted without letting him the opportunity to
convince someone else of his vote. That is the motivation of designated verifier
proofs for undeniable signatures. This kind of proof involves the verifier’s public
key in such a way that he is not able to convince a third party that a signer
actually signed a message or not because he is able to produce such a valid proof
himself using his private key. Several proof systems were proposed for undeniable signatures ([18],[26],[33],...). The use of non-transferable designated verifier
proofs ([26]) can provide non-interactive confirmation and denial protocols.
Several examples of undeniable signature schemes based on discrete logarithm were proposed ([10],[11],[12]) and the original construction of Chaum and
van Antwerpen ([10]) was proven secure in 2001 by Okamoto and Pointcheval
([31]) thanks to new kind computational assumptions. Several convertible 1 undeniable signatures were proposed ([6],[16],[29],...). RSA-based undeniable signatures were designed by Gennaro, Krawczyk and Rabin ([21]) and Galbraith,
Mao and Paterson ([19]). However, no secure identity based undeniable signature
has been proposed so far. A solution was proposed in [24] but it was shown in
[40] to be insecure. In this paper, we show how bilinear maps over elliptic curves
can provide such a provably secure scheme. It is known ([30]) that an undeniable
signature can be built from any public key encryption scheme and a similar result is likely to hold in the ID-based setting. However, the scheme described here
can offer a security that is more tightly related to some computational problem
than a scheme derived from the Boneh-Franklin IBE ([4]).
Chaum, van Heijst and Pfitzmann introduced the notion of ’invisibility’ for
undeniable signatures. Intuitively, it corresponds to the inability for a distinguisher to decide whether a message-signature pair is valid for a given user or
not. The RSA-based schemes described in [19] and [21] do not provide invisibility. In [20], Galbraith and Mao describe a new RSA-based undeniable signature
that provides invisibility under the so-called composite decision Diffie-Hellman
assumption and they show that invisibility and anonymity 2 are essentially equivalent security notions for undeniable signature schemes satisfying some particular
1
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See [6]. Convertible undeniable signatures are undeniable signatures that can be
converted by the signer into universally verifiable signatures.
This security notion is related to the inability for an adversary to decide which user
generated a particular message-signature pair in a multi-user setting.
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conditions. In this paper, we extend these two security notions to the identity
based setting and we prove in the random oracle model that our scheme is both
existentially unforgeable and invisible under some reasonable computational assumptions. Invisibility and anonymity can also be shown to be equivalent in the
context of identity based cryptography and we will not do it here.
In section 2, we first recall the properties of pairings over elliptic curves before formally describing security notions related to identity based undeniable
signatures. In section 3, we describe the different components of our scheme. We
then show their correctness and we discuss about their efficiency. The rest of the
paper is made of a security analysis of the scheme in the random oracle model.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Overview of pairings and bilinear problems

Let us consider groups G1 and G2 of the same prime order q. We need a bilinear
map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 satisfying the following properties:
1. Bilinearity: ∀ P, Q ∈ G1 , ∀ a, b ∈ Zq , we have ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab .
2. Non-degeneracy: for any P ∈ G1 , ê(P, Q) = 1 for all Q ∈ G1 iff P = O.
3. Computability: some efficient algorithm can compute ê(P, Q) ∀ P, Q ∈ G1 .
Typical admissible bilinear maps are obtained from a modification of the Weil
pairing (see [4]) or from the Tate pairing (the original Weil pairing is defined
over a non-cyclic group, see [4] for details). The security of the schemes described
in this paper relies on the hardness of the following problems.
Definition 1. Given groups G1 and G2 of prime order q, a bilinear map ê :
G1 × G1 → G2 and a generator P of G1 ,
- the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDH) in (G1 ,G2 ,ê) is to compute
ê(P, P )abc given (P, aP, bP, cP ).
- The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (DBDH) is, given
(P, aP, bP, cP ) and z ∈ G2 , to decide whether z = ê(P, P )abc or not. The
advantage of a distinguisher D for the DBDH problem is defined as
Adv(D) = Pra,b,c∈R Zq ,h∈R G2 [1 ← D(aP, bP, cP, h)]
− Pra,b,c∈R Zq [1 ← D(aP, bP, cP, ê(P, P )abc )] .
- The Gap Bilinear Diffie Hellman problem is to solve a given instance
(P, aP, bP, cP ) of the BDH problem with the help of a DBDH oracle that is
′ ′ ′
able to decide whether a tuple (P, a′ P, b′ P, c′ P, z) is such that z = ê(P, P )a b c
or not. Such tuples will be called DBDH tuples.
The DBDH problem was introduced in [13] where it is shown to be not harder
than the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem in G2 . It is not known whether the
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is strictly easier than the computational DiffieHellman problem in G1 or not. It is also an open question whether the DBDH
problem is strictly easier than the BDH one (although it is obviously not harder).
Nevertheless, no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm is known to solve any
of them with a non-negligible advantage so far.
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Identity based undeniable signatures

An identity based undeniable signature is made of three algorithms and two
possibly interactive protocols.
Setup: the PKG takes as input a security parameter k and produces a public/private key pair (s, Ppub ) and the system’s public parameters params. s
is the system’s master key and Ppub is the PKG’s public key that must be
certified.
Keygen: given a user’s identity ID, the PKG uses its master secret key s
to compute the corresponding private key dID and transmit it to the user
through a secure channel.
Sign: given a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and his private key dID , the user generates
a signature σ associated to M for his identity ID.
Confirm: is a protocol between a signer and a (possibly designated) verifier
that takes as input a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ , an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the
associated private key dID and a valid signature σ for the pair (M, ID). The
output of the protocol is a (possibly non-interactive) non-transferable proof
that σ is actually a valid signature on M for the identity ID.
Deny: takes as input an invalid signature σ for a given pair (M, ID) and the
private key dID corresponding to ID. Its output is a proof that σ is not a
valid signature for a message M and an identity ID.
Confirm and Deny may be a single protocol. In our scheme, they are distinct.
2.3

Security notions for identity based undeniable signatures

The first security notion for ID-based undeniable signature is close to the one for
other existing identity based signatures: it is the notion of existential unforgeability under chosen-message attacks.
Definition 2. An identity based undeniable signature scheme is said to be existentially unforgeable under chosen-message attacks if no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary has a non-negligible advantage in this game:
1. The challenger runs the setup algorithm to generate the system’s parameters
and sends them to the adversary.
2. The adversary F performs a series of queries:
- Key extraction queries: F produces an identity ID and receives the private key dID corresponding to ID.
- Signature queries: F produces a message M and an identity ID and
receives a signature on M that was generated by the signature oracle
using the private key corresponding to the public key ID.
- Confirmation/denial queries: F produces a pair message-signature (M, σ)
and an identity ID and gives them to the signature oracle that runs the
confirmation/denial protocol to convince F that σ is actually related to
M and ID or that it is not (in a non-transferable way) using the private
key dID corresponding to ID.
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3. After a polynomial number of queries, F produces a tuple (ID, M, σ) made
of an identity ID, whose corresponding private key was not asked to the
challenger during stage 2, and a message-signature pair (M, σ) that was not
issued by the signature oracle during stage 2 for the identity ID.
The forger F wins the game if it is able to provide a non-transferable proof
of validity of the signature σ for message M and identity ID. Its advantage
is defined to be its probability of success taken over the coin-flippings of the
challenger and F.
A second security notion, introduced by Chaum, van Heijst and Pfitzmann
([12]), is called ’invisibility’. Informally, this notion corresponds to the inability
for a dishonest verifier to decide whether a given signature on a given message
was issued by some signer even after having observed several executions of confirmation/denial protocols by the same signer for other signatures. Galbraith and
Mao ([20]) proposed a general definition for this security notion. In the identity
based setting, we need to strengthen it a little to consider the fact that a dishonest user might be in possession of private keys associated to other identities
before trying to validate or invalidate an alleged signature on a message for an
identity without the help of the alleged signer.
Definition 3. An identity based undeniable signature scheme is said to satisfy
the invisibility property if no PPT distinguisher D has a non-negligible advantage against a challenger in the following game:
1. The challenger performs the setup of the scheme and sends the system’s
public parameters to D.
2. The distinguisher D performs a polynomially bounded number of queries: key
extraction queries, signature queries and confirmation/denial queries of the
same kind as those of the previous definition.
3. After a first series of queries, D asks for a challenge: it produces a pair
(M, ID) made of a message and an identity for which the associated private
key was not asked in step 2. The challenger then flips a coin b ←R {0, 1}. If
b = 0, the challenger sends D a valid signature σ on M for the identity ID.
Otherwise, D receives from the challenger a random element σ ←R S taken
at random from the signature space S.
4. The distinguisher D then performs a second series of queries. This time,
it is not allowed to perform a confirmation/denial query for the challenge
(σ, M, ID) nor to ask the private key associated to ID.
5. At the end of the game, D outputs a bit b′ (that is 0 if D finds that (σ, M, ID)
is a valid message-signature-identity tuple and 1 otherwise) and wins the
game if b = b′ .
D’s advantage in this game is defined to be Adv inv (D) := 2P r[b = b′ ] − 1. where
the probability is taken over the coin flippings of the distinguisher D and the
challenger.
Similarly to what is done in [20], we also consider the notion of anonymity. This
notion is slightly strengthened in the identity based setting
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Definition 4. We say that an identity based undeniable signature scheme satisfies the anonymity property if no probabilistic polynomial time distinguiser D
has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:
1. The challenger performs the setup of the scheme and sends the system’s
public parameters to D.
2. The distinguisher D performs a polynomially bounded number of queries: key
extraction queries, signature queries and confirmation/denial queries of the
same kind as those of definition 2.
3. After a first series of queries, D requests a challenge: it produces a message
M and a pair of identities ID0 , ID1 for which it did not ask the associated
private keys in the first stage. The challenger then flips a coin b ←R {0, 1}
and computes the signature σ on M with the private key associated to IDb .
σ is sent as a challenge to D.
4. D performs another series of queries. This time, it is not allowed to perform
a confirmation or denial query for the challenge σ on identities ID0 , ID1
nor to request the private key associated to these identities.
At the end of the game, D outputs a bit b′ for which it finds that σ is a valid
signature on M for the identity IDb′ . It wins the game if b′ = b. Its advantage
is defined as the previous definition.
It is shown in [20] that the notions of invisibility and anonymity are essentially equivalent for undeniable and confirmer signature schemes satisfying some
particular properties. It is straightforward (by using the techniques of [20]) to
show that this equivalence also holds in the identity based setting. In the next
section, we describe an example of identity based undeniable signature and we
show its existential unforgeability and its invisibility in the random oracle model.

3

An identity based undeniable signature

Our ID-based undeniable signature scheme is made of the following algorithms.
Setup: given security parameters k and l, the PKG chooses groups G1 and G2
of prime order q > 2k , a generator P of G1 , a bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2
and hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}l × {0, 1}∗ → G1 ,
H3 : G23 → Zq and H4 : G24 → Zq . It chooses a master secret s ←R Zq
and computes Ppub = sP ∈ G1 that is made public. The system’s public
parameters are
params := {q, G1 , G2 , ê, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 }.
Keygen: given an identity ID, the PKG computes QID = H1 (ID) ∈ G1 and
the associated private key dID = sQID ∈ G1 that is transmitted to the user.
Sign: to sign a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the signer Alice uses the private key dIDA
associated to her identity IDA .
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1. She picks a random string r ←R {0, 1}l to compute H2 (M, r, IDA ) ∈ G1 .
2. She then computes γ = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), dIDA ) ∈ G2 . The signature on
M is given by
σ = (r, γ) = (r, ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), dIDA )) ∈ {0, 1}l × G2 .
Confirm: to verify a signature σ on a message M , a verifier of identity IDB
needs the help of the signer Alice. He sends her the pair (M, σ), where
σ =< r, γ >∈ {0, 1}l × G2 is the alleged signature. Alice then runs the following confirmation protocol to produce a non-interactive designated-verifier
proof that σ is a valid signature on M for her identity IDA :
a. She first computes QIDB = H1 (IDB ).
b. She picks U, R ←R G1 and v ←R Zq and computes
c = ê(P, U )ê(Ppub , QIDB )v ∈ G2
g1 = ê(P, R) ∈ G2 and g2 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), R) ∈ G2 .
c. She takes the hash value h = H3 (c, g1 , g2 ) ∈ Zq .
d. She computes S = R + (h + v)dIDA .
The proof is made of (U, v, h, S). To check its validity, the verifier first
computes c′ = ê(P, U )ê(Ppub , QIDB )v , g1′ = ê(P, S)ê(Ppub , QIDA )h+v and
g2′ = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), S)γ h+v and accepts if and only if h = H3 (c′ , g1′ , g2′ ).
Deny: in order to convince a designated verifier of identity IDB that a given
signature σ =< r, γ > on a message M is not valid for her identity IDA ,
a. Alice computes QIDB = H1 (IDB ) ∈ G1 and picks random U ←R G1 ,
v ←R Zq to compute c = ê(P, U )ê(Ppub , QIDB )v .
ê(H2 (M,r,IDA ),dIDA ) ω
for a randomly
b. She computes a commitment C =
γ
chosen ω ←R Zq .
c. She proves in a zero-knowledge way that she knows a pair (R, α) ∈
G1 × Zq such that
C=

ê(P, R)
ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), R)
and 1 =
α
γ
ê(Ppub , QIDA )α

(1)

To do this,
1. She picks V ←R G1 , v ←R Zq to compute
ρ1 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), V )γ −v ∈ G2 and ρ2 = ê(P, V )y −v ∈ G2
where y = ê(Ppub , QIDA ).
2. She computes h = H4 (C, c, ρ1 , ρ2 ) ∈ Zq .
3. She computes S = V + (h + v)R ∈ G1 and s = v + (h + v)α ∈ Zq .
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The proof is made of (C, U, v, h, S, s). It can be verified by the verifier
of identity IDB who rejects the proof if C = 1 and otherwise computes
c′ = ê(P, U )ê(Ppub , QIDB )v , ρ′1 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), S)γ −s C −(h+v) and
ρ′2 = ê(P, S)y −s where y = ê(Ppub , QIDA ). The verifier accepts the proof
if and only if h = H4 (C, c′ , ρ′1 , ρ′2 ).
The confirmation protocol is inspired from a designated verifier proof ([26]) proposed by Jakobsson, Sako and Impagliazzo that allows a prover to convince a
designated verifier of the equality of two discrete logarithms. The denial protocol is an adaptation of a protocol proposed by Camenisch and Shoup ([8])
to prove the inequality of two discrete logarithms. Both adaptations are nontransferable proofs of respectively equality and inequality of two inverses of the
group isomorphisms fQ : G1 → G2 , Q → fQ (U ) = ê(Q, U ) with Q = P and
Q = H2 (M, r, IDA ). In an execution of the confirmation protocol, the verifier B
takes the signature as valid if he is convinced that fP (dIDA ) = ê(Ppub , QIDA ) and
γ have equal pre-images for isomorphisms fP (.) = ê(P, .) and fH2 (M,r,IDA ) (.) =
ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), .). In the denial protocol, he takes the signature as invalid on
M for identity IDA if he is convinced that these inverses differ.
Completeness and soundness of the confirmation protocol: it is easy
to see that a correct proof is always accepted by the verifier B: if (U, v, h, S) is
correctly computed by the prover, we have ê(P, S) = ê(P, R)ê(P, dIDA )h+v and
ê(P, dIDA ) = ê(Ppub , QIDA ). We also have
ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), S) = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), S)ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), dIDA )h+v .
To show the soundness, we notice that if a prover is able to provide two correct answers S1 , S2 for the same commitment (c, g1 , g2 ) and two different challenges h1 and h2 , we then have ê(P, (h1 − h2 )−1 (S1 − S2 )) = ê(Ppub , QIDA ) and
ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), (h1 − h2 )−1 (S1 − S2 )) = γ. This shows that both inverses of
−1
fP−1 (ê(Ppub , QIDA )) and fH
(γ) are equal.
2 (M,r,IDA )
Completeness and soundness of the denial protocol: one easily checks
that a honest prover is always accepted by the designated verifier. To prove the
soundness, one notices that if the prover is able to provide a proof of knowledge
of a pair (R, α) satisfying equations (1), then the second of these equations
implies R = αfP−1 (y) with y = ê(Ppub , QIDA ) by the bilinearity of the map. If
we substitute this relation into the first equation of (1), it comes that
C=

ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), fP−1 (y)) α
.
γ

Since the verifier checks that C 6= 1, it comes that ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), fP−1 (y)) 6= γ
and the signature γ is actually invalid. The soundness of the proof of knowledge
in step c is easy to verify.
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Non-transferability: in order for the proofs to be non-transferable, both
protocols need a trapdoor commitment Commit(U, v) = ê(P, U )ê(Ppub , QIDB )v
that allows the owner of the private key dIDB to compute commitment collisions: indeed, given a tuple (U, v, Commit(U, v)), B can easily use dIDB to
find a pair (U ′ , v ′ ) such that Commit(U, v) = Commit(U ′ , v ′ ). This is essential
for the proof to be non-transferable: the verifier B cannot convince a third
party of the validity or of the invalidity of a signature since his knowledge
of the private key dIDB allows him to produce such a proof himself. Indeed,
given a message-signature pair (M, σ), with σ =< r, γ >∈ {0, 1}l × G2 , B
can choose S ←R G1 , x ←R Zq and U ′ ←R G1 to compute c = ê(P, U ′ ),
g1 = ê(P, S)ê(Ppub , QIDA )x , g2 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), S)γ x and c = H3 (c, g1 , g2 ).
He can then compute v = x − h mod q and U = U ′ − vdIDB ∈ G1 where dIDB is
the verifier’s private key. (U, v, h, S) is thus a valid proof built by the verifier with
the trapdoor dIDB . This trapdoor also allows him to produce a false proof of a
given signature’s invalidity using the same technique with the denial protocol.
Efficiency considerations: From an efficiency point of view, the signature
generation algorithm requires one pairing evaluation as a most expensive operation. The confirmation and denial protocols are more expensive: the first one
requires 4 pairing evaluations (3 if ê(Ppub , QIDB ) is cached in memory: this can
be done if the verifier often performs verification queries), one exponentiation
in G2 and one computation of the type λ1 P + λ2 Q in G1 . The verifier needs
to compute 3 pairings (2 if ê(Ppub , QIDA ) is cached), 3 exponentiations and 3
multiplications in G2 . In the denial protocol, the prover must compute 5 pairings
(4 if ê(Ppub , QIDB ) is cached), 4 exponentiations and 4 multiplications in G2 ,
one computation of the type λ1 P + λ2 Q and some extra arithmetic operations
in Zq . The verifier must compute 4 pairings (3 if ê(Ppub , QIDB ) is cached), 2 exponentiations, 1 multi-exponentiation and 3 multiplications in G2 . To improve
the efficiency of the confirmation and denial algorithms, one can speed up the
computation of commitments. Indeed, the prover can pre-compute ê(P, P ) once
and for all. To generate a commitment in an execution of the confirmation protocol, he then picks u, v, x ←R Zq and computes c = ê(P, P )u ê(Ppub , QIDB )v ,
R = xP g1 = ê(P, P )x , g2 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), R). The answer to the challenge
h must then be computed as S = R + (h + v)dIDA and the proof is made of
(u, v, h, S). This technique can also be applied to the denial protocol. It allows
replacing 2 pairing evaluations by 2 scalar multiplications, a exponentiation and
a multi-exponentiation in G2 (to compute c). A single pairing evaluation is then
required for the prover at each run of the confirmation and denial protocols.
Globally, it turns out that a signature verification is more expensive than
a signature generation even if a pre-computation is performed. Our ID-based
undeniable signature solution is nevertheless reasonable.
If we consider the length of signatures, the binary representation of a pairing is about 1000 bits long (1024 if we use the same curve as in [4]) while the
length l of the binary string can be of the order of 100 bits. This provides us
with signatures of about 1100 bits. This is roughly one half of the size of the
RSA-based undeniable signature proposed in [20] for 1024-bit moduli. If we com-
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pare our scheme with the original undeniable signature proposed by Chaum and
van Heijst and proven secure by Okamoto and Pointcheval ([31]), both lengths
are similar if the Chaum-van Heijst scheme is used over a group like Zp with
|p| = 1000 (this is no longer true if this scheme is used over a suitable elliptic
curve). However, it remains an open problem to devise identity based undeniable
signature schemes with shorter signatures than ours.
Convertible signatures It is really easy to notice that issued signatures can
be selectively turned into universally verifiable signatures by the signer. In order
to convert a genuine signature σ =< r, ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), dIDA ) >, the signer
Alice just has to take a random x ←R Zq and compute R = xP , g1 = ê(P, P )x ,
g2 = ê(H2 (M, r, IDA ), R), the hash value h = H(g1 , g2 ) and the answer S =
R + hdIDA . The proof, given by (h, S) ∈ Zq × G1 , is easily universally verifiable
by a method similar to the verification in the confirmation protocol. Alice can
also give a universally verifiable proof that a given signature is invalid for her
identity by using the non-designated verifier counterpart of the denial protocol.
Removing key escrow In order to prevent a dishonest PKG from issuing a signature on behalf of a user and from compromising the invisibility and anonymity
properties, one can easily use the generic transformation proposed by Al-Riyami
and Paterson ([1]) to turn the scheme into a certificateless undeniable signature.
Unfortunately, the advantage of easy key management is lost since the resulting
scheme no longer supports human-memorizable public keys. On the other hand,
key escrow, which is often an undesirable feature in signature schemes, is then
removed as well as the need for public key certificates.

4

Security proofs for the ID-based undeniable signature

The following theorem claims the scheme’s existential unforgeability under adaptive chosen-message attacks.
Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, if there exists an adversary F that
is able to succeed in an existential forgery against the identity based undeniable
signature scheme described in the previous section with an advantage ǫ within a
time t and when performing qE key extraction queries, qS signature queries, qCD
confirmation/denial queries and qHi queries on hash oracles Hi , for i = 1, . . . , 4,
then there exists an algorithm B that is able to solve the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
problem with an advantage
ǫ′ ≥

ǫ − (2qH3 + qCD + 1)/2k
e2 (qE + 1)(qCD + 1)

in a time t′ ≤ t + 6Tp + (qE + qH1 + qH2 )Tm + (qS + qCD )Te + 2qCD Tme where Tp
denotes the time required for a pairing evaluation, Tm is the time to perform a
multiplication in G1 , Te is the time to perform an exponentiation in G2 , Tme the
time for a multi-exponentiation in G2 and e is the base for the natural logarithm.
Proof. given in the full paper ([28]).
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In order for the proof to hold, we must have qH2 ≪ 2l , where l is the size
of the random salt r. We then take l = 100. We note that the reduction is
not really efficient: if we take qE ≈ qCD ≤ 230 and qH3 < 280 , we then have
(2qH3 + qCD + 1)2−k ≈ 1.65 × 10−64 . If we assume ǫ − (2qH3 + qCD + 1)2−k > ǫ/2,
we obtain the bound ǫ′ > ǫ/264 . However, we have a proof with a tighter bound
if the underlying assumption is the hardness of the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
problem. The use of a DBDH oracle allows algorithm B to perfectly simulate the
confirmation/denial protocols. The advantage of algorithm B is then
ǫ′ ≥

ǫ − (2qH3 + qCD + 1)2−k
> ǫ/232 .
e(qE + 1)

We note that using the techniques of Katz and Wang ([27]) easily allows replacing the random salt r by a single bit and then obtaining signatures that are
about 100 bits shorter without losing security guarantees.
The theorem below claims the scheme’s invisibility in the sense of Galbraith
and Mao (see [20]) under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption.
Theorem 2. In the random oracle model, the identity based undeniable signature presented in section 3 satisfies the invisibility property provided the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is hard. More formally, if we assume
that no algorithm is able to forge a signature in the game of definition 2 with
a non-negligible probability and if a distinguisher D is able to distinguish valid
signature from invalid ones for a messages and an identity of its choice with
a non-negligible advantage ǫ after having asked qE key extraction queries, then
there exists a distinguisher B that has an advantage ǫ′ ≥ e(qEǫ+1) for the DBDH
problem within a running time bounded as in theorem 1.
Proof. given in the full paper ([28]).



It is possible to directly show that the scheme also satisfies the anonymity
property in the random oracle model under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumption. However, since anonymity and invisibility are essentially equivalent,
the anonymity of our signature derives from its invisibility property.

5

Another application

Our construction provides an application of independent interest which is the
possibility to design an identity based signature with a ’tighter’ security proof
than all other existing provably secure identity based signatures ([9],[17],[23],[25])
for which the security proofs make use of the forking lemma ([34],[35]): indeed
by concatenating a signature produced by the undeniable scheme with a nondesignated verifier proof of its validity (using the non-designated verifier counterpart of the confirmation protocol), we obtain a universally verifiable identity
based signature for which the security is the most tightly related to some hard
computational problem. Recall that all existing identity based signatures have a
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security proof built on the forking lemma of Pointcheval and Stern that involves a
degradation in security during the reduction as pointed out in [22]: if qH denotes
the number of message hash queries and t the forger’s running time, then the upper bound on the average running time to solve the problem is qH t (if we assume
qH < 280 , this makes a great degradation for the bound on the running time).
This new ID-based signature may be viewed as an adaptation of the signature
recently proposed by Goh and Jarecki ([22]). It is less efficient than all the other
ones but is more tightly related to some computational assumption than those
in ([9],[25]), which are only loosely related to the computational Diffie-Hellman
problem, or the scheme in ([23]) that has a security loosely related to the RSA
assumption. As for the proof of unforgeability of the undeniable signature under
the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption, one can show that, if the forger’s
advantage is ǫ, then the average time to solve the BDH problem is smaller than
232 t/ǫ where t is the running time of the forger. The corresponding bound for
the identity based signature described in [25] is roughly 2146 t/ǫ if 230 identity
hash queries and 280 message hash queries 3 are allowed to the attacker.

6

Conclusions

We showed in this paper a first construction for a provably secure identity based
undeniable signature and we extended the panel of primitives for identity based
cryptography ([1]). A proof of existential unforgeability under the Bilinear DiffieHellman assumption is given in the full paper ([28]). We pointed out that a
’tighter’ proof can be made under the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption.
We also extended the notions of invisibility and anonymity of Galbraith and
Mao ([20]) to the identity based setting and we proved the invisibility of our
scheme in the random oracle model under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumption.
As a side effect, our construction allows the design of an identity based signature scheme with a security more tightly related to the hardness of some hard
problem than any other existing provably secure identity based signature.
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